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** ADVANCE NOTIFICATION of NavData Output Change ** 
 

IMPLEMENTATION of 
Waypoint Description Codes for Step Down Fixes  

Updated 

 
October 15, 2014 
 
In order to capture Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP) information properly and allow proper 
display of procedure intent, Jeppesen will offer multiple waypoint description codes for step down fixes. 
This document serves as the contractually required advanced notification for implementation of the new 
coding rules and practices scheduled for implementation in AIRAC cycle 1502, effective date 05 February 
2015.   
 

BACKGROUND 
Jeppesen receives aeronautical source with named and unnamed RNAV step down fixes (also known as 
along-track-distances).  Up to now, Jeppesen has only been able to deliver one waypoint description 
code “S” for all step down fixes coded on Approach records (PF and HF). Many governments issue 
RNAV (GNSS) procedures with unnamed RNAV step down fixes. On request from some controlling 
governments, these unnamed fixes are currently not coded in Jeppesen NavData due to our inability to 
clearly indicate their status. To resolve this issue and be able to capture these unnamed RNAV fixes, 
Jeppesen will implement the waypoint description codes for named and unnamed RNAV step down fixes 
as introduced in ARINC version 14 and supported by ARINC version 19, section 5.17. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Step down Waypoint Description Codes – Column 42 on the (PF) and (HF) ARINC record 
A = Unnamed RNAV Step down Fix Final Approach (sequence 21-29) 
B = Unnamed RNAV Step down Fix Intermediate Approach (sequence 11-19) 
S = Step down Fix (sequence 11-19 and 21-29) 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
CLOSING COMMENTS 
If you would like to receive unnamed RNAV step down fixes, please evaluate your systems to 
determine the impact of these changes and make the appropriate adjustments to accept this new 
information and contact your representative.   
 
NavData Notices are intended for Jeppesen's Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Customers only.  End Users 
of the data may contact their Avionics Providers with questions on the availability of data in their specific units. If 
you have Technical questions about this notice, please contact Jeppesen NavData Technical Support at phone 
(USA) 303-328-4445 or e-mail navdatatechsupport@jeppesen.com   

 


